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SECURINESS have considerable expertise and experience in high-end video surveillance
and intelligent video surveillance. With technologies from three of the world's leading
development and producing companies within the intelligent video surveillance, we can
actually eliminate your need to "monitor" video in the traditional sense.

Intelligent video surveillance from SECURINESS
Different situations, buildings, businesses, organizations and governments have different needs and
requirements within the intelligent video surveillance solutions. Some, for example, need to be
informed about invasive on a defined area or the need for an internal / external alarm for driving
while "normal" direction and others must be able to secure in areas with more than 100 cameras, we
only "see" when something is not as predefined and thus have an active communication on that when it happens.
With the options from SECURINESS - we will meet every need and requirements for Intelligent Video
Surveillance, also to your existing video surveillance solutions - it's what we call for Tomorrow's
SECURITY-thinking

Great Technology

Highlights from Great Technology solution (Analog)
Facial Recognition - With the help of facial recognition algorithm, the system can detect faces in
realtime and store these images in the database. Face Detection could trigger PZT, sirens, email, GSM
message or other specified offenses.
Line or area activation - Using the defined line or zone activation, the system can activate the PZT,
sirens, email, GSM message, or other specific acts, if line or area to be exceeded by such people,
boat, car, train, bus, etc.
Object - If the video monitored object is removed from the image, the system could send an alarm.
The alarm will be triggered if the subject / object are placed in the area
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HuberVision

Highlights from Huber Vision solution (Analogue & IP)
Huber Vision solution is based on hardware and software.
HuperVision provides various client applications, including HuperRemote, Remote Viewer,
HuperRemote PDA and HuperRemote Phone, which allows you to manage, monitor and record
surveillance video from a remote computer or with your handheld devices.
HuperCenter, the central management system is also included. It acts as a central station which
enables you to monitor all suspicious situations and intrusions from multiple DVR sites in one place.
The solution also contains "object" registration, registration of fire and virtual fence overrun. The
system can handle up to 64 cameras simultaneously and generate detailed event logs of control.

Perceptrack

Highlights of Perceptrack solution (IP & Analogue)
Perceptrak is a software application that seamlessly integrates with MilestoneTM XProtectTM
Enterprise video management system.
With Perceptrack you define what is important and Perceptrak delivers it in real time so you can
monitor, distribute, store and search video on an entirely new and powerful manner.
Market powerful analytical capabilities - with the most advanced tests available, proven in dozens of
demanding commercial installations with more than 3 million hours.

Tailored to your Security Policies - allows any combination of behavior on all cameras.
Intuitive navigation - very easy to use, simple interface with point-and-click navigation, which
requires minimal user training.
Quick Search - performs super-fast meta data-based event retrieval and video playback with
intelligent search capabilities.
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